Flagstone (Builders Grade)
3”-5” thick, irregular shapes and sizes, averages 18” in diameter with a rough face, available in limestone, sandstone and lueders.

Dry-stack
Commonly used for retaining walls, usually 6”-12” in height from top to bottom and chopped 6”-12” deep, with random lengths. Dry-stack is available in limestone, sandstone, lueders; also comes saw cut or as a regular chop.

Saw-Cut Chop
 Builders grade (3” – 5” thick), rectangular in shape, random lengths, heights range from 2”-14”, sawn on top and bottom with a rough split face, available in limestone, sandstone and lueders.

Tuscan Chop
 Builders grade (3” - 5” thick), rectangular in shape, random lengths, heights range from 2”-10”, split face on all sides with a rough face available in limestone, sandstone and lueders.

Natural Patio
1”-3” thick, irregular shapes and sizes, averages 18” in diameter with a rough face, available in limestone, sandstone and Oklahoma.

Saw Cut Patio
Available in 1 1/4” and 2 1/4” thick, typically 22” - 24” wide by 48” – 72” in length, Saw cut top and bottom with a smooth face, available in cream limestone, sandstone, caramel lueders, grey lueders, chocolate lueders and canela lueders.

Window Sills
Custom made to specific height, width and length, typically sawn on top and bottom (approximately 3”-4” thick with chopped or natural edges)

Mantles
Custom made to height, width and length in accordance to your specifications. Mantles are commonly placed above a fireplace.

Hearth
The hearth is the floor of a fireplace, usually extending into a room and paved with patio stone. Custom hearths can be made in height, width and length in accordance to your specifications.

Water Table
Water tables are custom made out of natural stone. They are sold by the linear foot. Many standard designs are available. Please inquire about availability.

Thin Veneer flat
Thin veneer is 1” to 1 ½” thick for light weight applications with a natural rough split face ranging in heights from 2” to 12” available in saw-cut chop, regular chop, flagstone and in limestone, sandstone and lueders. Thin veneer flats are sold by the square foot and are shipped in creates.

Thin Veneer Corners
Thin veneer corners are L shaped to give depth to corners. Thin veneer corners are 1” to 1 ½” thick for light weight applications with a natural rough split face ranging in heights from 2” to 12” available in saw-cut chop, regular chop, flagstone and in limestone, sandstone and lueders. Thin veneer corners are sold by the linear foot and are shipped in crates.

Butter Stick Blocks
Butter stick blocks are saw cut top and bottom for stacking purposes and are commonly at 24” in height with a split-face front and back and rough edges. These Butter Sticks Blocks are commonly used for large retaining walls and make great park benches.

Custom Cuts and Carving
Wall-caps, coping, address blocks and special carving are made on demand. Please inquire about such products.